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President’s Message
The 2010 session of the Indiana General Assembly
proved much less eventful than the 2009 session.
No state legislation was passed that would directly
impact the Indiana purebred dog community.
House Bill 1258 on Animal Regulation was
introduced by Rep. Linda Lawson (D-Hammond).
This bill attempted to further regulate retail pet
stores by requiring written disclosure posted on
the animal’s cages. Also, it made attending an
animal fighting contest a Class D felony, and
required that equines have access to shelter that is
free from standing water. Although the animal
fighting and equine sections of the bill have merit,
further regulation of the commercial pet industry
does not. Consequently, this bill did not make it
out of Committee.
Local communities in Indiana have seen an increase
in animal rights ordinances requiring licensing and
limiting the number of animals per household.
Cities enacting more stringent animal control
ordinances in the past year include Bloomington,
Elkhart, Ft. Wayne, North Judson and Terre Haute.
Although IPDA members wrote letters to each of
the respective Councils and attended their
meetings, the animal rights activists had influenced
them to the point that our voice of reason fell on
deaf ears. However, the animal control ordinance
proposed by the County Council of Jackson County,
Indiana had a different outcome. Some very
responsible purebred dog breeders in Jackson
County contacted the AKC Legislative Department

and IPDA. As a result, we were able to assist the
County Council in changing the language in the
ordinance that does no harm to responsible pet
owners and breeders.
On the federal level, we are reviewing and will
publish a statement soon on the PUPS bill
introduced by Senator Richard Durbin (D-IL). This
bill attempts to increase regulations of pet internet
sales and is a potential threat to hobby breeders.
We are pleased that the AKC recognized IPDA as a
Federation Club representing Indiana on legislative
issues that affect purebred hobby breeders and
dog owners.
Earlier this year, the IRS approved the Indiana
Purebred Dog Alliance, Inc. as a non-profit 501(c)6
corporation.
Last fall, the IPDA Board of Directors adopted bylaws and a code of ethics. Per the by-laws, our
annual meeting is to be held in September of each
year. This year’s annual meeting will be held in
conjunction with the Greater Lafayette KC show on
Saturday, September 18th. All IPDA members and
guests are encouraged to attend.
If you are not an IPDA member, but are interested
in protecting your rights as a dog owner, please
visit our website http://inpurebreddogalliance.org
and download a membership application. IPDA
was established to fight for your rights to breed,
exhibit, own and enjoy your dogs. We encourage
you to join us in our continued action to protect
the future of dog ownership in Indiana.
Cordially, Carole Creech

Tax Seminar Planned
Mark your calendars! A Tax Seminar
is planned for Saturday, July 31st
from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the
Circle City Veterinary Specialty &
Emergency Clinic Conference Room,
9650 Mayflower Park Dr., Carmel, IN
46032. Patty Sample, member of the
Anderson KC, Doberman enthusiast
and Obedience & Rally Judge is our
resident tax expert.
Patty is a
professional Tax Analyst. Please join
us for an informative seminar that will
give you the correct information on
reporting
dog related income and
expenses on both the state and
federal level.

IPDA Statement on
Legislation/HSUS/PETA
People and dogs share a deep and abiding
bond. Selective breeding has produced a
wonderful diversity of well over one hundred
specialized breeds which benefit people in a
host of economic and emotional ways.
We deepen that bond by competing with our
dogs in conformation shows, agility, herding,
and obedience and other performance
events. The Indiana Purebred Dog Alliance
(IPDA) supports humane treatment for all
animals, education, voluntary spay/neuter
for non-breeding animals, genetic research,
and ethical breeding practices, including
health screenings, which mean longer,
happier, healthier lives for dogs.

IPDA opposes the radical agendas of groups
such
as
HSUS
and
PETA.
These
organizations are not proponents of animal
welfare, but seek animal rights, where
animals would have legal status equivalent to
human beings. They want to ban breeding of
all domesticated animals, including purebred
dogs. Other goals of these organizations are
to make hunting and fishing illegal, close
down zoos, and prevent the use of trained
animals in movies, circuses and county fairs.
These groups are drafting legislation in
states and at the federal level that will limit
your rights and freedoms forever.

Join us in fighting radical
animal rights legislation!
Pet Under-population:
The Pet Shortage in the U.S.
Last month, I had the opportunity to be a guest on a
talk radio program discussing recent pet legislation
efforts in Wisconsin spearheaded by a small group of
animal rights extremists. Some callers to the
program realized the threat to pet owners and
breeders such legislation poses and expressed
concern. Many callers, however, were frantic about
the "pet over-population" problem and thought laws
were needed to stop breeders. Listen up! The notion
that there is a "pet over-population" problem is
nothing more than a figment of the imagination of the
anti-pet, anti-pet owner, anti-pet breeder animal
rights fanatics. Yes, you read that correctly. There
is definitely NOT an over-population of dogs or cats,
at least not in the United States. There may have
been a problem 25-30 years ago, but due to heavy
promotion of spay and neuter, it is estimated that
over 75% of dogs and more than 87% of cats have
been surgically sterilized (1). The pendulum has swung
so far in the opposite direction that now; we are
actually facing a shortage of pets... a pet underpopulation. "In truth, there is no pet over-population

problem. The Tufts Center for Animals and Public
Policy has collected data about pet population that
are striking: Changes in Animal Population 1973 1982

1990 US total dogs & cats (millions) 65 91 110 dogs &
cats euthanized (millions) 13 10 5 % of animals
euthanized 20% 11% 4.5%" -- Animalscam: The
Beastly Abuse of Human Rights by Kathleen
Marquardt, Herbert M. Levine, Mark LaRochelle,
published in 1993. Many in the animal rights crowd
know this dirty little secret, but are unwilling to be
honest about it since they would lose credibility - not
to mention a very effective "tool" to leverage the
public for donations, influence politicians to pass
unnecessary legislation and the media to propagate
their lies. Animal rights extremists have advanced
their agenda by erroneously placing the blame for
"pet over-population" on pet breeders. They have
been successful at using this falsehood to convince
pet owners that the "responsible" thing to do is to
subject their pets to surgical sterilization in order to
combat "pet over-population". Sadly, they have even
hoodwinked many purebred breeders into thinking
they must pressure their buyers to spay or neuter
their puppies and kittens - to the detriment of many
purebred gene pools. As a result, with fewer
individual dogs being used in breeding programs,
health problems are increasing as diversity is
decreasing.
What are the facts?
According to the American Pet Products
Manufacturers Association’s (APPMA) 2007-2008
National Pet Owners Survey (1), 63% of U.S.
households own pets - up from 56% in 1988, which
was the first year this study was conducted. With
national population figures having increased from
approximately 244,500,000 people in 1988 to
303,200,000 at the end of 2007 (2), the number of
pet homes is ever increasing and at a greater rate
than the human population. This is a trend that shows
no sign of slowing down. The latest APPMA figures
show that Americans own 74.8 million dogs and a
whopping 88.3 million cats. We are a nation that loves
pets and consider them part of the family. We open
our hearts, our homes and our wallets to care for our
pets. We spend a lot of money on our pets. In less
than 20 years, this figure has nearly doubled - from
$23 billion in 1988 to a projected $40.8 billion last
year. A shortage of homes for pets is not the
problem. So, then, why are there so many dogs and
cats in animal shelters? In a nutshell, the answer to
that question is poor management of shelters coupled
with a resistance to adopt methods that work. Many
of the smaller shelters are operated by people who
love animals and desperately want to help, but are

lacking in animal husbandry experience and
management skills. One shelter manager I spoke with
blamed breeders for the dogs coming through their
doors, then in an emotional rant, claimed that
breeders are forcing their females to have three or
four litters a year - keeping them pregnant all of the
time. I interrupted her and said that was physically
impossible since dogs typically only come into season
twice a year. She then admitted she didn‘t know that
and said, "Well, I’m not a breeder, myself." The
woman’s heart is in the right place, but without an
understanding gained from hands on experience
raising dogs or cats, how can we expect our shelters
to succeed? Like it or not, an animal shelter is a
business - and it has to be operated as such.
"Shelters and pounds reported to HSUS that by the

1980s, the number of animals they handled had
decreased dramatically (Rowan and Williams 1997,
110-111). In addition, the animals handled by pounds
and shelters seem to have changed demographically
from unwanted litters to young, untrained dogs and
cats (Patronek 1996, 1)." -- Bridging the Bond: The
Cultural Construction of the Shelter Pet by Tami L.

Harbolt. Most of the dogs entering shelters are
surrendered by their owners due to behavior issues.
Often, it boils down to a simple lack of training.
Animal shelters that offer obedience classes can help
curb the influx of this type of dog into their shelter
- while doing the dog, the owner and the community a
service. Other dogs are brought to shelters because
they are sick or old and their owners cannot afford
to pay - or do not want to pay - for vet care or
euthanasia. In some shelters, cats may out number
dogs by about a two-to-one ratio. Many of these cats
are feral and are owned by no one. Most are
classified as "unadoptable" - yet they are included in
the shelter statistics. Programs that catch feral
cats, sterilize them and release them are
demonstrating success in reducing their numbers.
Animal shelters are importing dogs by the
thousands!
Meanwhile, well run animal shelters have become
victims of their own success. In order to keep their
doors open and justify new million-dollar facilities and
salaries, some animal shelters have found a "new"
source of dogs... and have been importing them by the
thousands. Here, in Wisconsin, animal shelters in
Green Bay and Milwaukee have a pet under-population
problem and have been importing thousands of
puppies into the state for the past several years.
Through the PetSmart Charities Rescue Waggin’,

they have brought in puppies from Iowa, Indiana,
Illinois, Tennessee and Kentucky - as many as 50 at a
time. The Green Bay Press-Gazette reported in
December that the 32 dogs arriving Thursday evening
(Dec 6, 2007) were expected to be "adopted out by
this weekend" (3). H.O.P.E. Safehouse, out of Racine,
is more of a rescue organization than an animal
shelter as they do not have a facility of their own,
but rely on volunteers to care for the dogs they
import, mainly from the south. A Milwaukee Public
Radio online news article reports that this group
recently brought in a shipment of 100 puppies from
Kentucky, many of which were sick. The same article
(Jan 11, 2008) goes on to say that the Wisconsin
Humane Society in Milwaukee has imported 9,000
dogs with more animals arriving there via the Rescue
Waggin' "a few times a week" - and that they have
"hundreds of families looking for animals to adopt"
(4). Other shelters within our state have available
dogs, so rather than bring in animals from other
states, why not first assist the smaller Wisconsin
shelters by placing their surplus dogs? Could it be
that by emptying shelters around the state, it would
be difficult - if not impossible - to continue the
illusion that a "pet over-population" problem exists?
This program is not exclusive to Wisconsin. Shelters
in many other areas of the country are participating.
The Rescue Waggin’ transports puppies from shelters
struggling to find homes to areas where the demand
for dogs is higher than the supply. That’s a win-win
situation for all, especially the dogs. However, to
continue the charade of claiming a "pet overpopulation" problem exists is dishonest. Another
concern is that the thousands of animals being
transferred from one shelter to another are being
tallied twice, creating an impression that there are
far more homeless pets then actually exist. "Animal
shelters in the USA are casting a wide net - from
Puerto Rico to as far as Taiwan - to fill kennels.
Critics say many shelters have solved the stray
problem in their own area - but rather than shut
down, they become de facto pet stores. Some charge
more than $200 per adoption for imported dogs,"
reports USA Today (5). More than 14,000 strays
have been shipped in from Puerto Rico, and many
thousands more are being imported from Mexico,
India and the Bahamas each year. Another USA
Today article warns, "Agencies in Southern California
created the Border Puppy Task Force after they saw
a surprising number of very young dogs being brought
across the border from Mexico. The task force

estimated that during a one-year span, 10,000
puppies entered San Diego County." (6) There are
legitimate concerns that animal shelters importing
stray dogs from foreign countries may be importing
disease, as well. Besides health issues, these street
dogs lack proper socialization and may have poor
temperaments. Is it ethical for animal shelters to
expose the public to these unknowns, while
condemning anyone who breeds a litter in our
country? I don’t think so. The National Council on Pet
Population Study and Policy (NCPPSP) was formed in
the early 1990s. Member groups include the American
Humane Association (AHA), the American Pet
Products Manufacturers Association (APPMA),
American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA),
Cat Fanciers Association (CFA), the Humane Society
of the United States (HSUS) and others. Between
1994-1997 they sent questionnaires to animal
shelters around the country seeking to compile
statistics for the numbers of intake animals, animals
reclaimed by owners, those who found new homes and
euthanasia. But due to a low number of shelters
willing to respond, the study was discontinued a
decade ago. Without insisting on reliable statistics
and factual evidence to back up their claims, we have
allowed the fox to patrol the hen house. We can no
longer blindly accept the pie-in-the-sky guesstimates
groups such as the Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS), People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) and other similar agenda-driven
animal extremists put forth. Follow the money. These
are organizations whose very existence are
dependent upon the amount of money they can raise
from misguided animal lovers who think their donation

is actually helping puppies, kittens or their local
animal shelter. The reality is that these animal rights

fanatics seek to impose their vegan lifestyle and
utopian dream for humans to have zero contact with
animals. "But as the surplus of cats and dogs

(artificially engineered by centuries of forced
breeding) declined, eventually companion animals
would be phased out, and we would return to a more
symbiotic relationship enjoyment at a distance." --

Ingrid Newkirk, PETA co-founder and president,
quoted in The Harper's Forum Book, Jack Hitt, ed.,
1989, p.223. Is that the kind of future the majority
of U.S. citizens envision? I don’t think so. The lunatic
animal rights movement does not represent
mainstream American views or values.

So how do we solve the problem?
"The key is to get raw data. How many animals are

coming in and how many are going home alive? And, is
that improving every single year? Because, if it is not,
there is a serious problem with leadership and the
mechanisms going on within that shelter." -- Nathan
J. Winograd, director of the national No Kill
Advocacy Center, former director of operations San
Francisco SPCA, executive director of the Tompkins
County SPCA and author of Redemption: The Myth of

Pet Over-population and the No Kill Revolution in
America (7), interview with Animal Wise Radio, aired

Feb 4, 2007 Mr. Winograd is spot on. A handful of
states are waking up to this realization and are
requiring animal shelter accountability - through
record keeping and the reporting of statistics.
Virginia is one such state. Since People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals’ (PETA) headquarters is
located within that state, they are required by law to
file: "Not counting animals PETA held only
temporarily in its spay-neuter program, the
organization took in 3,061 "companion animals" in
2006, of which it killed 2,981 (8). According to
Virginia’s Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services (VDACS), the average euthanasia rate for
humane societies in the state was just 34.7 percent
in 2006. PETA killed 97.4 percent of the animals it
took in. The organization filed its 2006 report this
month, nine months after the VDACS deadline of
March 31, 2007 (9)," reveals The Center for
Consumer Freedom. In other states where shelters
are required to report their statistics, euthanasia
rates are alarming. Michigan reports approximately
45% of dogs and 75% of cats that enter their animal
shelters are killed. Between 2001-2006 North
Carolina shelters killed about 77% of their dogs and
cats. As dog owners, I think we are all deeply
disturbed over the plight of animals in shelters and
the high rate of euthanasia. There is a solution.
Nathan Winograd has proven his "No Kill Revolution"
method works - in both large and small shelters. As
dog breeders and trainers, we are the experts, so it
is up to us to step forward and assist our local
shelters in overcoming their problems. The first step
is to stop blaming pet breeders and lay to rest, once
and for all, the myth of "pet over-population". It’s
time to embrace the fact that we have a pet underpopulation situation... and so, the solution to our local
animal shelter problems is within our grasp.
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